Unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) have a variety of uses, including clearing land mines. However, their effectiveness may be limited by the restricted field of view obtained by on-board cameras and sensors. In adversarial or other challenging environments, it can be difficult for autonomous controllers to have sufficient knowledge to decide the best navigation strategy. One solution is to use an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) flying above the UGV to oversee a wider area. However, this requires the UAV and UGV to make coordinated autonomous decisions.
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A mathematical tool to analyze situations, potentially in a conflict situation, is a pursuit-evasion (PE) game. [1] [2] [3] Such games are applied in areas as varied as geometry and graphs, 4, 5 sensor management, 6, 7 collision avoidance, 8, 9 and high-level information fusion. 10 However, PE games are mostly implemented and tested by numerical simulations, where real-life physical constraints, time-delay feedback, and computational feasibility are not fully considered. Most multiplayer PE games assume that all players are equal, unlike when a UAV is coordinating UGVs. To tackle real-world limitations of PE game solutions, we designed a framework for this setup, as indicated in Figure 1 . We built a PE game with the physical operating boundaries of UAV/UGVs, considered command delays, and tested whether optimal solutions were feasible.
In our framework, robots (used as UGVs) and a drone (used as a UAV) are connected to a computer via a wireless local area network (WLAN). Figure 2 shows the hardware connection diagram. Pursuers are represented by a computer (pursuer agent), which also hosts the three-player PE game. The pursuer version of the game takes as inputs the states of the pursuers (measured by the drone agent), tracked evader states (from the pursuers' local cameras), and the learned cost function (that is, evaluation of how best to move to catch the evader). Similarly, an evader agent (such as the computational solver on a computer sending commands to the robot) assesses the drone agent states. A tracking module generates the pursuer states from the local camera and the intents of the pursuers (modeled by the pursuers' cost functions) obtained from online learning schemes. A UAV agent (depicted as 'controller' in Figure 1 ) coordinates the drone movements and the visual entity tracking algorithms. In the drone controller, measurement and communication delays are taken into account based on the drone dynamics model and the supported drone commands.
To obtain the UGV robot states (location, movement, and intent), we designed and implemented visual tracking algorithms over image sequences from the drone camera (global view) and the robot cameras (local views). We designed several markers on the robots and selected one that achieved the optimum balance of position accuracy and tracking robustness for use in the PE game's theoretical robot control schemes. The target robots are detected after background modeling, and the robot orientation is estimated from the local gradient patterns. Since the UGVs
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are moving to perform pursuit-evasion missions, we designed a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller for guiding the UAV to follow the evader UGV. With delays in measurement channels (camera and communication delays), the controller receives out-of-date information. We implemented a delay measurement compensation based on the history of robot movements and drone commands. Figure 3 shows the improved performance that results from the compensation. In parts (a) and (c) we have plotted the true position, the estimated position, and the measured position on the x-and y-axis, respectively. Measured positions are the (x,y) obtained from the images. Delays cause these measured values to be out of date, so we adjust them for the known delay and previous movements to create the estimated positions. In parts (b) and (d) we have plotted the difference between the estimated position and the true position, with and without delay measurement compensation, for the x-and y-axis, respectively. It can be seen that results with compensation (blue line) demonstrate less position error.
Our testbed includes a derived three-player PE game tested with real-world systems as a core component. In the PE game model, there are two UGV pursuers and one UGV evader. There are two versions of the PE game model: one is hosted by the pursuers, named PPEG (pursuer PE game), and the other is maintained by the evader, named EPEG (evader PE game). The PPEG is used to calculate the controls of pursuer robots based on the pursuers' states, the tracked evader states, and the learned evader's intents (or evader's cost function). The EPEG will help the evader to obtain its control from the evader's states, tracked pursuers' states, and the adaptively obtained pursuers' intents (or pursuers' cost functions). Action-curve-based solutions have been developed to compute the mixed Nash equilibriums, which are probabilities for each action, assuming 
) show that the compensation improves the position (x,y) accuracies of robots (evaders) from drone images with delays. dx, dy: The difference (est. truth) between the estimated x-or y-coordinate and the true value, respectively.
each player knows the equilibrium strategies of the other players. Each game model includes the states of the corresponding player, the resolved possible strategies, and goals.
To perform system integration and visualization, we designed a graphical user interface (GUI)-based scenario manager, as shown in Figure 4 . The hardware demonstrator combined video-based entity tracking algorithms; three-player game modeling with different information structures; learning algorithms for robot dynamics; action-curve-based (mixed) Nash solutions of nonlinear PE games; sensor and communication delay modeling and compensation; the PID controller for the UAV drone; and the GUI-based scenario manager visualizer.
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Using the demonstrator, we tested various scenarios, different cooperation strategies, and diverse boundary conditions. In summary, we have developed a hardware testbed for autonomous networked robots (UGVs) with the help of a flying drone (UAV) to validate PE game-theoretical solutions. This has applications for clearing mines or searching for a crashed plane, where a UAV providing aerial coverage could coordinate multiple UGVs looking for mines faster than sending them out with distributed (that is, noncoordinated) coverage plans. For a plane crash, a patrol plane monitoring search ships would validate their positions, rather than just having the ships use global positioning system coordinates.
Our testbed integrated robot dynamic models, entity-tracking algorithms, sensor fusion methods, and a PE game demonstration for three robots (two slower pursuers and one faster evader). Based on the robot dynamic model and measured UGV states, we designed a three-player discrete-time game model with limited action space and limited look-ahead time horizons with robot controls based on Nash solutions from game theory. We obtained promising results from the hardware-in-loop simulations for real-time robot PE game-theoretical methods. In the next step, we will expand our testbed to include imperfect wireless communication due to adversarial jamming and interference. Genshe Chen received BS and MS degrees in electrical engineering and a PhD in aerospace engineering, all from Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xian, China. He has undertaken postdoctoral research at Beihang University (China), Wright State University, the Technical University of Braunschweig (Germany), the Flight Division of the National Aerospace Laboratory of Japan, and Ohio State University. In addition, he is CTO of IFT and has worked for over 20 years on electronic warfare, secure communication, target tracking, guidance, navigation and control of aerospace vehicles, decision making under uncertainty, space communication, and situation awareness. 
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